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Format of the “Individual Research Activities
Reports of Graduate School of Science”
1. Research Outline
Abstract of current research (in Japanese and English)
2. Publications
Selected Publications in the Past five years (up to ten items, including books)
3. Invited addresses
Selected invited addresses in the past five years (symposia, seminars, etc., up to
ten items)
4. Courses given
For each course the title, a brief description and its classification are listed.
Course classifications are graduate level, undergraduate level in the Faculty of
Science and intensive course
5. Master’s theses supervised
Supervised theses of students who earned degrees in the academic year.
6. External academic duties
Committee membership in learned societies, editorial work, organization of ex-
ternal symposia, etc.
7. Awards
Awards received within the past five years
8. Host of academic visiters
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1 ݸਓผݚڀ׆ಈใࠂ
ʢIndividual Research Activities Reportsʣ
1.1 େֶӃڭһ
ڭɹत
൧ా ਖ਼හɼେౡ ར༤ɼਆౡ ๕એɼখ໦ી ַٛɼ౻ా ণେɼ҆ా ӳయɼ
༄ ݚೋ࿠ɼࢁޱ ത
।ڭत
Ҫপ ֶɼߴࢁ ੖ࢠɼ౔԰ ߴ޺ɼதଜ ढ़ࢠ
ॿɹڭ


















Lie groups act on function spaces, more generally, spaces of sections of a vec-
tor bundle on symmetric spaces continuously, so they are important objects as the
realization of abstract representation space.
The action of Lie groups on the function space induces the action of Lie algebras.
Elements of the universal enveloping algebra which commute with any element of
the Lie group is important object not only of representation theory but of special
function theory. I study harmonic analysis on symmetric spaces on the representation
theoretical viewpoint.
2. ൃද࿦จ
[1] M. Iida, T. Oda, Restriction of the system of diﬀerential equations satisfied by
the matrix coeﬃcient of the principal series representation of Sp(2,R), Josai




(a) ઢܕ୅਺ֶ Iɿ਺ϕΫτϧۭؒɼߦྻʢلඌҪொ਺ֶՊ 1೥ੜɼඞमՊ໨ʣ








(g) ਺ཧՊֶجૅɿઢܗ୅਺ֶͷॳาʢ౦ژେֶཧՊ Iྨ 1೥ੜɼඞमՊ໨ʣ


















܈ͷط໿ੑͷ৚݅ΛٻΊΔ͜ͱ͕Ͱ͖ɼAppell ͷ F4 ͷ৔߹ʹݱΕΔΑ͏ͳʮϞϊυϩ
ϛʔ܈͸ط໿͕ͩɼղ͕ੵʹ෼ղ͞ΕΔʯݱ৅͕ϧʔτܥͷݴ༿Ͱղ໌͞Εͨ [3]ɽ͞Β











ը΍ܭࢉईͷ࡞੒ͳͲ΋ؚΉ (cf. [5, 7, 8, 9])ɽ
We studied Fuchsian linear ordinary diﬀerential equations from the view point
of spectral types, clearified action of the Weyl group of a Kac-Moody root space and
then solved the fundamental problems (classification and analysis) of Fuchsian linear
ODEs on the Riemann sphere. Regarding the singular points as variables, we obtain
hypergoemetric functions with several variables including Appell’s hypergoemetric
functions, which enables us to analyze all of these equation in a unified wayʢ(6)).
In this way, we get a unifiled irreducible condition of Fuchsian ODEs and KZ
equations in terms of a Kac-Moody root system and clearified the phenomenon that a
product of two hypergeometric functions may be a solution of a KZ equation [3], which
happens in a case of Appell’s F4. Studying the simultaneous spectral decompositons of
（5）
mutually commuting residue matrices, we solve a pendding problem determining the
transformation of residue matrices of KZ equations under middle convolutions [4, 6],
which may bring us a significant advance in the analyze of KZ equations, for example,
a unified study of the connection problem of the equations ((15, 16)). Moreover
we describe semilocal monodromies of solutions of the rigid equations together with
local monodromies arround their irregular singular points [10]. Furthermore we get a
fundamental result of the convergence of q-hypergeometric series [2].
We write a library with its manual of the computer algebra Risa/Asir to analyze
KZ equations and calculate matrices of diﬀerential equations (6 (g)). It also has a
function transforming the results into TEX/PDF format to be displayed/printed and
functions for educational mathematics including 3-dimensional graphs, linear algebra,
integrations, movies of propagation of waves, slide rules, etc. It uses a new method
drawing curves [1]. It generates problems in linear algebra and their answers including
intermidiate calculations (cf. [5, 7, 8, 9]).
2. ൃද࿦จ
[1] T. Oshima, Drawing Curves, Mathematical Progress in Expressive Image Syn-
thesis III, edited by Y. Dobashi and H. Ochiai, Mathematics for Industry 24
(2016), 95–106, Springer.
[2] T. Oshima, On convergence of basic hypergeometric series, Josai Mathematical
Monographs 10 (2017), 215–223.
[3] T. Oshima, Reducibility of hypergeometric equations, Analytic, Algebraic and
Geometric Aspects of Diﬀerential Equations, Trends in Mathematics, 429–453,
Birkha¨user, 2017.











ͷݚڀ, ਺ཧղੳݚڀॴߨڀ࿥, 10pp, ఏग़ࡁ.
[9] େౡར༤ɼܭࢉईΛ࢖ͬͨ਺ֶڭҭɼ਺ֶιϑτ΢ΣΞͱͦͷޮՌతڭҭར༻ʹؔ
͢Δݚڀ, ਺ཧղੳݚڀॴߨڀ࿥ɼ10pp, ఏग़ࡁ.
[10] T. Oshima, Semilocal monodromy of rigid local systems, 10pp, submitted.
3. ޱ಄ൃද
(1) KZܕํఔࣜͷղੳ, ௒زԿํఔࣜݚڀձ 2017, ਆށେֶɼJan. 6, 2017.
(2) KZܕํఔࣜͷม׵ͱ׬શੵ෼Մೳ৚݅, 2017೥౓දݱ࿦ϫʔΫγϣοϓ, ௗऔݝ
ຽ;Ε͍͋ձؗʢௗऔݝཱੜֶ֔शηϯλʔʣ, Jan. 8, 2017.
(3) Ϧδουͳ Fuchs ܕํఔࣜͷ൒ہॴϞϊυϩϛʔ, Մੵ෼ܥ΢Οϯλʔηϛφʔ
2017, ӽޙ౬୔, ৽ׁɼFeb. 4, 2017.
(4) ϦδουͳϑοΫεܕํఔࣜͷ semilocal monodromy΍ KZܕํఔࣜͷεϖΫτ
ϧܕͷܭࢉ, ΞΫηαϦʔɾύϥϝʔλݚڀձ, ۽ຊେֶɼMar. 16, 2017.
(5) Risa/Asir ʹ͓͚Δੵ෼ܭࢉ, Risa/Asir Conference 2017, ۚ୔େֶɼMar. 29,
2017.
(6) Rigid Fuchsian ordinary diﬀerential equations and equations of KZ-type, Alge-
braic Analysis and Representation Theory, ژ౎େֶ਺ཧղੳݚڀॴ, Jun. 29,
2017.
(7) ܭࢉईΛ࢖ͬͨڭҭ, زԿֶͱΠϯλʔωοτͷ਺ཧ 2017, ۄݪࠃࡍηϛφʔϋ΢
εɼJul. 16, 2017.
(8) ܭࢉईͷڭҭ΁ͷ׆༻, ਺ֶιϑτ΢ΣΞͱͦͷޮՌతڭҭར༻ʹؔ͢Δݚڀ, ژ
౎େֶ਺ཧղੳݚڀॴ, Aug. 31, 2017.
(9) Rigid Fuchsian ordinary diﬀerential equations and equations of KZ-type, For-
mal and Analytic Solutions of Diﬀ. Equations 2017, Alcala´ de Henares, Spain,
Sep. 7, 2017.
(10) ܭࢉईΛ࢖ͬͨڭҭ, ΞΫηαϦʔɾύϥϝʔλݚڀձ, ۄݪࠃࡍηϛφʔϋ΢εɼ
Oct. 6, 2017.
(11) KZ ํఔࣜ΍ rigid Fuchs ܥʹ͓͚Δ middle convolution ͳͲͷม׵, ΞΫηα
Ϧʔɾύϥϝʔλݚڀձ, ۄݪࠃࡍηϛφʔϋ΢εɼOct. 9, 2017.
(12) Transformations of KZ type equations, ௒ہॴղੳͱ઴ۙղੳɼژ౎େֶ਺ཧղ
ੳݚڀॴ, Oct. 19, 2017.
（7）
(13) ௒زԿඍ෼ํఔࣜͷม׵ͱͦͷܭࢉ, ෳૉඍ෼ํఔࣜͷָ͠Έ, ۽ຊେֶཧֶ෦ɼ
Nov. 3, 2017.
(14) Risa/AsirͱଞͷϓϩάϥϜͷ࿈ܞ, ਺ࣜॲཧͱͦͷपล෼໺ͷݚڀɼژ౎େֶ਺
ཧՊֶݚڀॴ, Dec. 21, 2017.
(15) ௒زԿඍ෼ํఔࣜͷղͷ઀ଓ໰୊, ௒زԿݚڀձ 2018, ਆށେֶɼJan. 6, 2018.
(16) ௒زԿඍ෼ํఔࣜͷղͷ઀ଓ໰୊, ΢Οϯλʔηϛφʔ 2018, KKRਫ্ɼFeb. 4,
2018.
(17) େֶʹ͓͚Δ਺ֶڭҭͷ໰୊఺ͱ޻෉, ڭҭ਺ֶͷҰଆ໘ – ߴ౳ڭҭʹ͓͚Δ਺ֶ
ͷଟ༷ੑͱීวੑ – , ژ౎େֶ਺ཧՊֶݚڀॴ, Feb. 14, 2018.
4. ߨٛ
















(a) Պֶٕज़ৼڵػߏʹΑΔઓུతͳݚڀ։ൃਪਐͷͨΊͷࣄۀ CREST ʮݱ୅ͷ਺
ཧՊֶͱ࿈ܞ͢ΔϞσϦϯάख๏ͷߏஙʯɼ͓Αͼɼಉࣄۀ ͖͕͚͞ʮࣾձత՝୊
ͷղܾʹ޲͚ͨ਺ֶͱॾ෼໺ͷڠಇʯͷΞυόΠβʔʢ2013೥ ∼ ʣ
(b) จ෦Պֶল ৹ࠪҕһʢ2016೥ ∼ ʣ
（8）
(c) ೔ຊ਺ֶΦϦϯϐοΫࡒஂ ධٞһʢ1993೥ ∼ ʣ
(d) ౻ݪ༸਺ཧՊֶ৆ ৹ࠪҕһձ ҕһʢ2011೥ ∼ ʣ
(e) ΞΫηαϦʔɾύϥϝʔλݚڀձʢ2017೥ 3݄ 15೔–17೔ɼԙ۽ຊେֶʣ͓Αͼ
ʢ2017೥ 10݄ 6೔–8೔ɼԙ౦ژେֶۄݪࠃࡍηϛφʔϋ΢εʣΛओ࠵
(f) TEXͷσόΠευϥΠό dvioutͷ։ൃͱαϙʔτʢ1990೥ ∼ ʣ
(g) දݱ࿦ɼඍ෼࡞༻ૉͳͲͷܭࢉʹ͔͔ΘΔ਺ֶݚڀ΍਺ֶڭҭ༻ࢿྉ࡞੒ͷͨΊͷ
਺ࣜॲཧγεςϜ Risa/AsirͷϥΠϒϥϦͷ։ൃͱެ։ʢ2008೥ ∼ ʣ,
ftp://akagi.ms.u-tokyo.ac.jp/pub/math/muldif






















ਆౡ ๕એ (KAMISHIMA Yoshinobu)
1. ݚڀ֓ཁ
࣍ͷ͜ͱΛத৺ʹݚڀ͍ͯ͠Δ.






• 4n+ 6࣍ݩଟ༷ମM × S3 ্ͷ 4ݩ਺ 3 CR-ߏ଄ͱٖϦʔϚϯܭྔ. ͦͷԠ༻ͱ
ͯ͠ͷ 4n+ 3-࣍ݩ 4ݩ਺ CRͷڞܗෆมྔͷߏ੒.
The following are the subjects of my research.
• Homogeneous Sasaki manifolds and homogeneous Vaisman manifolds of uni-
modular Lie groups (Determination of Unimodular Vaisman groups).
• Isometric classification of compact locally homogeneous aspherical Sasaki
manifolds. Isometric classification of compact locally homogeneous aspherical
Ka¨hler manifolds.
• Structure of Isometry groups with radical, and aspherical Riemannian man-
ifolds with large symmetry. Classification of infra-solv tower of fiber bundles.
• Quaternionic 3 CR-structure and pseudo-Riemannian manifolds
of type (4n + 3, 3) and Construction of a conformal invariant of quaternionic
CR-manifolds.
2. ൃද࿦จ
[1] K. Hasegawa, Y. Kamishima, Locally conformaly Ka¨hler structures on homo-
geneous spaces, Progress in Mathematics 308 (2015), 353–372.
[2] D. V. Alekseevsky, V. Corte´s, K. Hasegawa, Y. Kamishima, Homogeneous lo-
cally conformally Ka¨hler and Sasaki manifolds, International J Math. 26 (6)
(2015), 1541001–29.
（10）
[3] Y. Kamishima, Infranilmanifolds which admit complex contact structures, Eu-
ropean Journal of Mathematics 1(4) (2015), 746–761.
[4] K. Hasegawa, Y. Kamishima, Compact homogeneous locally conformally Ka¨hler
manifolds, Osaka J. Math. 53 (2016), 683–703.
[5] ਆౡ ๕એɼே૔ ਺ֶࣙయʢม׵܈ͷ෦෼ ࣥචʣɼே૔ॻళ, 2016೥.
[6] Y. Kamishima, On quaternioic 3 CR-structure and pseudo-Riemannian metric,
Applied Math. 9 (Special Issue on Riemannian Geometry) (2018), 114–129.
3. ޱ಄ൃද
(1) On quaternionic conformal 3-CR structure on (4n+ 3+ 3)-manifolds, Interna-
tional conference on Quaternionic diﬀerential geometry and related topics, ͓
஡ͷਫঁࢠେֶ, 2016೥ 9݄ 7೔-9೔.
(2) Homogeneous Sasaki manifold G/H of unimodular Lie group G, Institute of
Mathematics, Academia Sinica : ୆࿷ (୆๺), 2017 ೥ 2 ݄ 17 ೔ (2 ݄ 14 ೔-21
೔).
(3) Smooth rigidity of compact aspherical locally homogeneous manifolds and Ap-
plication to Geometric structures, JNU-KAIST Geometric Topology Fair: ؖ
ࠃ, 2017೥ 6݄ 12೔-6݄ 16೔.
(4) On locally homogeneous aspherical Ka¨hler manifolds, aspherical Sasaki Mani-
folds, ݚڀूձ Toric Topology 2017 in Osaka, େࡕࢢཱେֶ, 2017 ೥ 12 ݄ 11
೔-15೔.
4. ߨٛ
(a) ϑϨογϡϚϯηϛφʔ IIɿʢࡔށ਺ֶՊ 1೥ੜ AΫϥεɼඞमՊ໨ʣ
(b) ϑϨογϡϚϯηϛφʔ IIɿʢࡔށ਺ֶՊ 1೥ੜ BΫϥεɼඞमՊ໨ʣ
(c) ઢܗ୅਺ֶ IIɿʢࡔށ਺ֶՊ 2೥ੜɼඞमՊ໨ʣ
(d) زԿֶಛผߨٛ Iɿʢࡔށ਺ֶՊ 3೥ੜɼબ୒Պ໨ʣ
(e) زԿֶଓ࿦ Iɿʢࡔށ਺ֶՊ 3೥ੜɼબ୒Պ໨ʣ
(f) زԿֶಛ࿦ IIIɿʢཧֶݚڀՊ਺ֶઐ߈ɼબ୒Պ໨ʣ
(g) ਺ֶηϛφʔɿʢࡔށ਺ֶՊ 4೥ੜɼඞमՊ໨ʣ






(a) zbMath reviewer (2011 ∼ )






টᡈظؒɿ2017೥ 4݄ 24೔ ∼ 2017೥ 5݄ 26೔ʢ21೔ؒʣ͓Αͼ 2017೥ 6݄
20೔ ∼ 2017೥ 7݄ 13೔ʢ20೔ؒʣ


































(1) The functions which are called zeta functions are associated to various al-
gebraic or geometrical objects and represent important properties of algebraic
or geometrical objects. The most basic and primitive one in zeta functions is
Riemann zeta function and it satisfies beautiful functional equation. Various
generalization of Riemann zeta function with functional equations are stud-
ied. One of these generalizations is related to the Fourier transform of complex
powers of some polynomials. For this case, only one example of such a gen-
eralization was the basic relative invariants of prehomogeneous vector spaces.
Recently Fumihiro Sato and I constructed systematically a lot of polynomials
which satisfy beautiful functional equations and are not relative invarinats of
prehomogeneous vector spaces. These examples come from representations of
Cliﬀord algebras and we could classify these class and now we get various prop-
（13）
erties of these class and feedback to theory of Cliiford algebras. Furthermore
we defined the zeta distribution associated to the polarization of a homaloidal
polynomial and had a functioal eqaution oh the pair of these distributions.
(2) We have found a calculation recipe to determine the Kauﬀman bracket poly-
nomial accompanying rational entanglement diagram using a model of A type
cluster algebra called Conway - Coxeter Frieze, and are devising a further ap-
plication. This research is a collaborative research with Michihisa Wakui and a
certain part of this research is devoted to the guidance of graduated students.
2. ൃද࿦จ
[1] খ໦ી ַٛɼؔ਺౳ࣜͱදݱ࿦ɺ਺ཧՊֶ 2013೥ 1݄߸ʮදݱ࿦ͷੈքʯʢαΠΤ
ϯεࣾʣ, 34–39.
[2] খ໦ી ַٛɼCliﬀord quartic form͔ΒಘΒΕΔہॴؔ਺౳ࣜɼදݱ࿦͓Αͼදݱ
࿦ͷؔ࿈͢Δॾ෼໺ͷൃలɼژ౎େֶ਺ཧՊֶݚڀॴߨڀ࿥ 1877 (2013)ɼ70–87.
[3] T. Kogiso, Csatling transforms of prehomogeneous vector spaces and Markoﬀ
numbers, Proceedings of the 8th. International Conference on Nonlinear Anal-
ysis and Convex Analysis (2015), 271–287.
[4] H. Ishi, T. Kogiso, Some properties of spaces associated with sub-Hankel deter-
minants, Analysis, Geometry and Representations on Lie Groups and Homo-
geneous Spaces, Seminar on Mathematical Sciences , Keio Univ. no.39 (2016),
83–94. (SSN:1880-6511).
[5] T. Kogiso, F. Sato, Cliﬀord quartic forms and local functional equations of
non-prehomogeneous type, J. Math. Sci Univ. Tokyo 23 (2016), 791–866.ɹ
[6] T. Kogiso, Pairs of polynomials which satisfy the local functional equations,
Josai Mathematical Monographs 10 (2016), 3–17.
[7] খ໦ી ַٛɼHomaloidal ଟ߲ࣜͷۃԽʹ෇ਵ͢Δہॴؔ਺౳ࣜɼୈ 56ճ࣮ؔ਺
࿦ɾؔ਺ղੳ߹ಉγϯϙδ΢Ϝߨԋू (2017)ɼ82–99.
[8] T. Kogiso, Kaﬀman bracket polynomials of Conway-Coxeter Friezes, http://
www.math.twcu.ac.jp/mok10/slides/Kogiso slide.pdf, 2017.
[9] খ໦ીַٛɼConway-Coxeter FriezeΛ༻͍ͨ༗ཧབྷΈ໨ਤࣜͷKauﬀman bracket
ଟ߲ࣜͷܭࢉϨγϐɼݚڀूձʮ݁ͼ໨ͷ਺ֶ Xʯใࠂू (2018), 91–108
（14）
[10] T. Kogiso, F. Sato, Local Functional Equations attached to the polarizations
of homaloidal polynomials, to appear in the Kyushu Journal of Mathematics
Vol.72 no.2 (2018).
[11] T. Kogiso, M. Wakui, Kauﬀman bracket polynomials associated to Conway-
Coxeter Friezes, to appear in Proceedings of Meeting for the study of Number
theory, Hopf algebras and related topics (2018).
3. ޱ಄ൃද
(1) ඇ֓ۉ࣭తہॴؔ਺౳ࣜʹ͍ͭͯɼૣҴాେֶ੔਺࿦ηϛφʔɼૣҴాେֶ੢ૣҴ
ాΩϟϯύε 61߸ؗ 4֊ 413ࣨɼ2013೥ 5݄ 17೔ɹ
(2) Cliﬀord quartic forms and nonprehomogeneous local functional equationsɼ਺
ཧղੳݚڀॴݚڀूձ Development of Representation Theory and its Related
Fieldsɼژ౎େֶ਺ཧղੳݚڀॴɼ2013೥ 6݄ 26೔.
(3) Castling transforms of Prehomogeneous vector spaces and Markoﬀ numbersɼ
The eighth international conference on Nonlinear Analysis and Convex Analysis
2013ɼ߂લେֶ 50प೥ձؗɼ2013೥ 8݄ 5೔.
(4) Representations of Cliﬀord algebras and local functional equationsɼJSPS-NWO
Seminarʢ೔ຊΦϥϯμೋࠃؒަྲྀڞಉηϛφʔʣ, Analysis, Geometry and Group




(6) Cliﬀord quartic forms and local functional equations”, Analysis, Geometry and
representations on Lie Groups and Homogeneous spaces, Marrakech, Morroco,
2014೥ 12݄ 8೔
(7) On the spaces associated with Cliﬀord quartic forms and Hurwitz pairs, Defor-
mation of homogeneous embeddings of a bounded homogeneous domai, ໊ݹ԰
େֶେֶӃଟݩ਺ཧՊֶݚڀՊ 309߸ࣨ, 2015೥ 2݄ 18೔.
(8) Local functional equations of Cliﬀord quartic forms and homaloida EKP poly-
nomials, Lie܈࿦ɾදݱ࿦ηϛφʔ, ౦ژେֶେֶӃ਺ཧՊֶݚڀՊ 122ڭࣨ, 2015
೥ 5݄ 26೔.
（15）
(9) ͋Δछͷ generic catalecticantͷ Legendreม׵ͱ b-ؔ਺, දݱ࿦ϫʔΫγϣοϓ,
;Ε͍͋ձؗੜֶ֔शηϯλʔʢௗऔࢢʣɼ2016೥ 1݄ 10೔.
(10) Local functional equations of non-prehomogeneous type, International confer-
ence, Geometry, Representation Theory, and Diﬀerential Equations, Kyushu






(13) Local functional equations associated to the polarization of homaloidal poly-
nomials, JMM workshop, ৓੢େֶلඌҪொΩϟϯύε 5 ߸ؗ, 2016 ೥ 11 ݄
26೔.
(14) Unimodular ܈ʹؔ͢Δ Lagrange ͷఆཧͷ͋Δछͷূ໌ͱϚϧίϑ਺ͱͷؔ܎ɼ
දݱ࿦ϫʔΫγϣοϓɼ;Ε͍͋ձؗੜֶ֔शηϯλʔʢௗऔࢢʣɼ2017೥ 1݄ 8
೔.
(15) Local functional equations associated with polarizations f homaloidal polyno-
mials, Meeting for Study of Number theory, Hopf algebras and related topics,








(19) Kauﬀman bracket polynomials of Conway Coxeter Friezes, ݚڀूձʮ݁ͼ໨ͷ
਺ֶ Xʯɼ౦ژঁࢠେֶɼ2017೥ 12݄ 24೔.
(20) Recipe for making Kauﬀman bracket by using cluster algebras of A, Bɼදݱ࿦
ϫʔΫγϣοϓɼௗऔࢢ;Ε͍͋ձؗɼ2018೥ 1݄ 7೔.




(22) Local functional equations of homaloidal polynomials, E´lie Cartan Institut sem-
inar, France, Nancy, Mar. 23, 2018.
4. ߨٛ
(a) ઢܕ୅਺ֶ Iɿʢࡔށ਺ֶՊ 1೥ੜɼඞमՊ໨ʣ
(b) ਺ࣜॲཧʹΑΔ୅਺ֶɿʢࡔށ਺ֶՊ 3೥ੜɼબ୒Պ໨ʣ
(c) ενϡʔσϯτΠϯλʔγοϓ Iɿʢࡔށ਺ֶՊ 2೥ੜɼબ୒Պ໨ʣ
(d) ενϡʔσϯτΠϯλʔγοϓ IIɿʢࡔށ਺ֶՊ 3೥ੜɼબ୒Պ໨ʣ
(e) ενϡʔσϯτΠϯλʔγοϓ IIIɿʢࡔށ਺ֶՊ 3೥ੜɼબ୒Պ໨ʣ







(m) Elementary Mathematics Aɿʢ๏੓େֶܦӦֶ෦ཹֶੜର৅ͷߨٛʣ
5. म࢜࿦จ
(1) ळ༿ ޫ༸ (AKIBA Mitsuhiro)ɼConway Coxeter Frieze ͷ unimodular ܈΁ͷ
Ԡ༻































I am engaged in computer simulation of particulate flows to elucidate the mech-
anism of self-organization of particles. I have developed a mathematical model of
mesoscale gas-liquid-solid three-phase flows. The model has been discretized and
implemented as a simulator for coating-drying processes of suspensions.
2. ൃද࿦จ
[1] S. Usune, M. Ando, M. Kubo, T. Tsukada, K. Sugioka, O, Koike, R. Tatsumi,
M. Fujita, S. Takami, T. Adschiri, Numerical simulation of dispersion and ag-
gregation behavior of surface-modified nanoparticles in organic solvents, Journal
of Chemical Engineering of Japan (2018). (accepted)
[2] K. Akamatsu, S. Kanasugi, T. Ando, O. Koike, M. Fujita, S. Nakao, Mesoscale
simulations of particle rejection by microfiltration membranes with straight
cylindrical pore during pressure-driven dead-end filtration, Journal of Chem-
ical Engineering of Japan, 49 (2016), 1–8.
[3] M. Kubo, R. Ishibashi, K. Sugioka, T. Tsukada, O. Koike, M. Fujita, Exper-
imental and theoretical studies on compressive deformation characteristics of
particle aggregates in water, Powder Technology, 287 (2016), 431–438.
[4] M. Fujita, O. Koike, Y. Yamaguchi, Direct simulation of drying colloidal suspen-
sion on substrate using immersed free surface model, Journal of Computational
Physics, 281 (2015), 421–448.
[5] ౻ాণେ, ଞʢ؂मɿࢁޱ༝ذ෉, ฤूɿେౡ׮, ଞʣ, ෼ࢄɾృ෍ɾס૩ͷجૅͱԠ
༻, ςΫϊγεςϜ, ౦ژ (2014).
[6] M. Fujita, O. Koike, Y. Yamaguchi, Computation of Capillary Interactions




(1) Numerical investigation of rheological properties of nanofluids containing or-
ganic modified nanoparticles, Proceedings of the 2017 AIChE Annual Meeting,
Minneapolis, USA, 2017.10, with S. Usune, M. Kubo, T. Tsukada, O, Koike,
R. Tatsumi, T. Adschiri.
(2) ༹ഔৠൃʹ൐͏ද໘म০φϊཻࢠͷߏ଄ܗ੒ʹؔ͢Δ਺஋γϛϡϨʔγϣϯ, Խֶ
޻ֶձୈ 49ճळقେձߨԋཁࢫू, ໊ݹ԰, 2017.9, with ߴڮଠ࿠, ബࠜਅ, ٱอ
ਖ਼थ, ঙ࢘Ӵଠ, ௩ాོ෉, খ஑म, ୢາྯ, Ѩ৲խจ.
(3) Numerical investigation of dispersion/aggregation behaviors of organic modified
nanoparticles in nanofluids under shear flow conditions, Proceedings of the 4th
International Forum on Heat Transfer, OS-09, Sendai, 2016.11, with ߴڮଠ࿠,
ബࠜਅ, ٱอਖ਼थ, ঙ࢘Ӵଠ, ௩ాོ෉, খ஑म, ୢາྯ, Ѩ৲խจ.
(4) φϊϑϧΠυதʹ͓͚Δ༗ػम০φϊཻࢠͷ෼ࢄɾڽूڍಈʹؔ͢Δ਺஋γϛϡ
Ϩʔγϣϯ, ೔ຊηϥϛοΫεڠձୈ 29 ճळقγϯϙδ΢Ϝߨԋ࿦จू, ޿ౡ,
2016.9, with ٱอਖ਼थ, ബࠜਅ, ௩ాོ෉, খ஑म, Ѩ৲խจ.
(5) ס૩தʹ͓͚Δ༗ػम০φϊཻࢠΛؚΉίϩΠυ෼ࢄӷͷߏ଄ܗ੒ʹؔ͢Δ਺஋
γϛϡϨʔγϣϯ, ฏ੒ 28 ೥౓Խֶܥֶڠձ౦๺େձߨԋ࿦จू, ෱ౡ, 2016.9,
with ߴڮଠ࿠, ബࠜਅ, ٱอਖ਼थ, ௩ాོ෉, খ஑म, Ѩ৲խจ.
(6) ༗ػम০φϊཻࢠΛؚΉφϊྲྀମͷ෼ࢄɾڽूڍಈͳΒͼʹϨΦϩδʔಛੑͷ਺஋
γϛϡϨʔγϣϯ, ୈ 53 ճ೔ຊ఻೤γϯϙδ΢Ϝߨԋ࿦จू, େࡕ, 2016.5, with
ബࠜਅ, ٱอਖ਼थ, ௩ాོ෉, ਿԬ݈Ұ, খ஑म, Ѩ৲խจ.
(7) Behavior analysis of coating layer particles during drying and practical compu-
tational simulation for the design of liquid foundation cosmetics, Proceedings
of IFSCC Conference 2015, Zurich, Switzerland, 2015.9, with K. Hasegawa, A.
Nasu.
(8) ͤΜஅྲྀதʹ͓͚Δද໘म০ແػφϊཻࢠͷ෼ࢄɾڽूڍಈͷ਺஋γϛϡϨʔγϣ
ϯ, Խֶ޻ֶձୈ 80ճ೥ձߨԋཁࢫू, ౦ژ, 2015.3, with K. Hasegawa, A. Nasu.
(9) ඍཻࢠ෼ࢄӷͷס૩ϓϩηεγϛϡϨʔγϣϯ, ೔ຊԽֶձίϩΠυ͓Αͼք໘Խ




ϯ, Խֶ޻ֶձୈ 79ճ೥ձߨԋཁࢫू, ذෞ, 2014.3, with ҆౻फ߂, ٱอਖ਼थ, ਿ
Ԭ݈Ұ, ௩ాོ෉, খ஑म, Ѩ৲խจ.
4. ߨٛ
(a) ܭࢉՊֶ IɿྲྀମྗֶͷجૅʢلඌҪொ਺ֶՊ 1೥ੜɼબ୒Պ໨ʣ
(b) ܭࢉՊֶ IIɿྲྀମྗֶͷجຊํఔࣜͱ਺஋ܭࢉ๏ͷجૅʢلඌҪொ਺ֶՊ 1೥ੜɼ
બ୒Պ໨ʣ

































(1) I developed an invariant finite diﬀerence scheme for nonlinear hyperbolic
systems, and applied the scheme to simulations of phase separation or wave
phenomena with dispersion.
(2) I developed a within-host model of high pathogenic influenza A/H5N1 with
medical researchers, and applied the model to the simulations to protect the
spread of infection.
2. ൃද࿦จ
[1] Yasuda H, Kawachi S, Suzuki K, Simulated pathogenesis of severe acute respi-
ratory distress syndrome and leukopenia induced with influenza A/H5N1 virus
infection and its treatment with immunoglobulins, Josai mathematical mono-
graphs, 9, 2016, 89–104.
[2] ҆ాӳయ, ৽ܕΠϯϑϧΤϯβྲྀߦͷϙετΞφϦγε, ೔ຊཱྀߦֶҩֶձֶձࢽ,
Vol.14, 2016, 32–35.
[3] Yasuda H, Simulation of copolymer phase separation in one-dimensional thin
liquid films, East Asian Journal on Applied Mathematics, Vol.2 (No.1), 2012,
33–46.
3. ޱ಄ൃද
(1) Low order finite diﬀerence scheme of Green-Naghdi equations, EASIAM 2016,
Macau, China, 21/6/2016.











(6) Simulated pathogenesis of influenza A/H5N1, The ninth East Asia SIAM
Conference and the second Conference on industrial and applied mathematics
(EASIAM-CIAM 2013), Bandung, Indonesia, 19/6/2013.
(7) Simulation of fulminant ARDS and lymphophenia of H5N1, The eighth East
Asia SIAM Conference (EASIAM2012), Taipei,Taiwan, 26/6/2012.
4. ߨٛ
(a) ίϯϐϡʔλϦςϥγʔ IɿܭࢉػಋೖڭҭʢلඌҪொ਺ֶՊ 1೥ੜɼબ୒Պ໨ʣ
(b) ܭࢉػೖ໳ IɿϓϩάϥϛϯάॳาʢلඌҪொ਺ֶՊ 1೥ੜɼબ୒Պ໨ʣ
(c) ࣾձ਺ཧ IɿήʔϜཧ࿦ʢلඌҪொ਺ֶՊ 1೥ੜɼબ୒Պ໨ʣ
(d) ࣾձ਺ཧ IIɿ࠷దԽ໰୊ʢلඌҪொ਺ֶՊ 1೥ੜɼબ୒Պ໨ʣ
(e) Ԡ༻਺஋ղੳ Iɿඍ෼ํఔࣜͷ਺஋ղੳʢلඌҪொ਺ֶՊ 3೥ੜɼબ୒Պ໨ʣ
(f) ਺ཧϞσϧ࿦ IIɿ਺ཧܭը๏ʢلඌҪொ਺ֶՊ 3೥ੜɼબ୒Պ໨ʣ















(a) ݚڀछ໨ɿ೔ຊֶज़ৼڵձՊֶݚڀඅɹج൫ݚڀʢCʣʢ՝୊൪߸ 26400210 ʣ




(b) ݚڀछ໨ɿ೔ຊֶज़ৼڵձՊֶݚڀඅɹج൫ݚڀʢCʣʢ՝୊൪߸ 23540156 ʣ
















Some kinds of uncertainty relations are one of the main important subjects in
quantum information theory. The Heisenberg type uncertainty relation is general-
ized by using metric adjusted skew information which is difined by Hansen ɹ and
others. And also non hermitian extensions to Heisenberg/Schro¨dinger uncertainty
relations are defined and several uncertainty relations are given as applications to
trace inequalities. We give a generalization of relation between fidelity and trace dis-
tance. Furthermore We try to give several sum types of uncertainty relations including
Heisenberg/Schro¨dinger trace inequalities.
2. ൃද࿦จ
[1] Kenjiro Yanagi, Shigeru Furuichi and Ken Kuriyama, Uncertainty relations for
generalized metric adjusted skew information and generalized metric adjusted
correlation measure, Journal of Uncertainty Analysis and Applications, vol.1,
no.12, 2013, 1–14.
[2] Kenjiro Yanagi, Generalized metric adjusted skew information and uncertainty
relation, Proceedings of the International Symposium on Banach and Function
Spaces IV (ISBFS2012), 2014, 435–442.
[3] Kenjiro Yanagi, Non-hermitian extensions of Schro¨dinger type uncertainty rela-
tions, Proceedings of International Symposium on Information Theory and its
Applications (ISITA2014) 2014, 163–166.
（26）
[4] Kenjiro Yanagi, Generalized trace inequalities related to fidelity and trace dis-
tance, Proceedings of the Seventh International Conference on Information,
vol.7, 2015, 199–202.
[5] Kenjiro Yanagi and Kohei Sekikawa, Non-hermitian extensions of Heisenberg
type and Schro¨dinger type uncertainty relations, Journal of Inequalities and
Applications, vol.2015, no.381, 2015, 1–9.
[6] Kenjiro Yanagi, Non-hermitian extension of uncertainty relation, Journal of
Nonlinear and Convex Analysis, vol.17, no.1, 2016, 17–26.
[7] Kenjiro Yanagi, Generalized trace inequalities related to fidelity and trace dis-
tance, Linear and Nonlinear Analysis, vol.2, no.2, 2016, 263–270.
[8] ༄ɹݚೋ࿠, τϨʔεෆ౳͔ࣜΒݟͨෆ֬ఆੑؔ܎, ਺ཧղੳݚڀॴߨڀ࿥,
vol.2041, 2017, 175–183.
[9] Kenjiro Yanagi and Minato Tomonari, Generalized Schro¨dinger uncertainty re-
lation associated with a monotone or anti-monotone pair skew information,
Journal of Nonlinear and Convex Analysis, vol.18, no.8, 2017, 1547–1561.
[10] Kenjiro Yanagi, Some generalizations of non-hermitian uncertainty relation de-
scribed by the generalized quasi-metric adjusted skew information, Linear and
Nonlinear Analysis, vol.3, no.3, 2017, 343–348.
3. ޱ಄ൃද
(1) Generalizations of uncertainty relations with skew information, The 8th Inter-
national Conference on Nonlinear Analysis and Convex Analysis (NACA2013),
Hirosaki University (Hirosaki, Japan), 2013.8.3, with Shigeru Furuichi, Ken
Kuriyama.
(2) Non-hermitian extension of uncertainty relation, The International Conference
on Nonlinear Analysis and Optimization (ICNAO2013), National Sun Yat-sen
University (Kaohsiung, Taiwan), 2013.12.20.
(3) Non-hermitian extension of the Heisenberg and Schro¨dinger uncertainty rela-
tions, The Forth Assian Conference on Nonlinear Analysis and Optimization
(ICNAO2014), National Taiwan Normal University (Taipei, Taiwan), 2014.8.8,
with Kohei Sekikawa.
（27）
(4) Generalized Schro¨dinger uncertainty relation associated with a monotone or
anti-monotone pair skew information, The Forth Assian Conference on Nonlin-
ear Analysis and Optimization (ICNAO2014), National Taiwan Normal Uni-
versity (Taipei, Taiwan), 2014.8.8, with Minato Tomonari.
(5) Non-hermitian extensions of Schro¨dinger type uncertainty relations, Interna-
tional Symposium on Information Theory and its Applications (ISITA2014),
Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Center (Melbourne, Australia),
2014.10.27.
(6) Generalized quasi-metric adjusted skew information and trace inequality, In-
ternational Symposium on Banach and Function Spaces (ISBFS2015), Kyushu
Institute of Technology (Kitakyushu, Japan), 2015.9.5.
(7) Generalized trace inequalities related to fidelity and trace distance, The Sev-
enth International Conference on INFORMATION, National Taiwan University
(Taipei, Taiwan), 2015.11.26.
(8) Some trace inequalities for left-right multiplication operators related to fidelity
and trace distance, The 6th International Conference on Nonlinear Analysis
and Optimization (NAO-Asia2016), Toki Messe (Niigata, Japan), 2016.8.4.
(9) Sum type uncertainty relations described by generalized quasi-metric adjusted
skew informations, The 10 th International Conference on Nonlinear Analy-
sis and Convex Analysis (NACA2017), Chitose City Culture Center (Chitose,
Hokkaido, Japan), 2017.7.7.
(10) On trace inequalities for generalized quasi-metric adjusted skew informations,
6 th International Eurasian Conference on Mathematical Sciences and Applica-
tions (IECMS2017), Danubius Hotel Flaningo (Budapest, Hungary), 2017.8.15.
4. ߨٛ
(a) ਺ཧϞσϧ࿦ Iʢ࣮शؚΉʣɿ࿈ཱ 1࣍ํఔࣜͷղΛٻΊΔΞϧΰϦζϜΛத৺ʹؔ
࿈͢Δ෼໺Λߨٛʢࡔށ਺ֶՊ 3೥ੜɼબ୒Պ໨ʣ
(b) ৘ใγεςϜ࿦ Iʢ࣮शؚΉʣɿΞϧΰϦζϜ࿦ʢࡔށ਺ֶՊ 3೥ੜɼબ୒Պ໨ʣ,
(c) ઢܕ୅਺ֶ IIʢԋशؚΉʣɿݻ༗஋໰୊ɺର֯Խɺδϣϧμϯඪ४ܗʢࡔށ਺ֶՊ 2
೥ੜɼඞमՊ໨ʣ
（28）




(f) ৘ใγεςϜ࿦ IIʢ࣮शؚΉʣɿྔࢠΞϧΰϦζϜ࿦ ʢࡔށ਺ֶՊ 3 ೥ੜɼબ୒
Պ໨ʣ
(g) Ԡ༻਺ֶಛ࿦ Iɿྔࢠ৘ใཧ࿦ ʢཧֶݚڀՊ਺ֶઐ߈ɼબ୒Պ໨ʣ


























I have been studying Harmonic Analysis on Locally Compact Abelian Groups
and measures on topological transformation groups. I am also interested in Harmonic
Analysis on Noncommutative Compact Groups.
2. ൃද࿦จ
[1] H. Yamaguchi, Quasi-invariance of measures of analytic type on locally compact
abelian groups, Hokkaido Math. J. 43 (2014), 51–64.
[2] H. Yamaguchi, Remarks on analytic projection on certain compact groups, Far
East Journal of Mathematical Sciences Vol. 81 (2013), 103–117.
3. ޱ಄ൃද
(1) ղੳతଌ౓ͱ semicharacter ʹ͍ͭͯɼ2017೥౓ JMM ϫʔΫγϣοϓɼ৓੢େ
ֶɼ2017೥ 11݄.
(2) Remarks on analytic projection on certain compact groupsɼ࣮ղੳγϯϙδ΢
Ϝ 2013ɼԬࢁେֶɼ2013೥ 11݄.
4. ߨٛ
(a) ղੳֶɿϵ− δ ࿦๏ʹΑΔۃݶ࿦ʢࡔށ਺ֶՊ 2೥ੜɼબ୒Պ໨ʣ
(b) ϓϨηϛηϛφʔɿ࣮਺ɼෳૉ਺ʢࡔށ਺ֶՊ 3೥ੜɼඞमՊ໨ʣ





























(1) Lie algebras are well-known algebraic systems which have broad applications
in physics such as the quantum theory or statistical mechanics. Lie superalge-
bras are brand-new algebraic systems which can be regarded as (Z/2Z)-graded
Lie algebras and develop the super-string theory which connects theory of rela-
tivity and quantum theory. By using combinatorics-based approaches, I analyze
representations of Lie algebras and Lie superalgebras, the related Weyl groups,
and Hecke algebras. Moreover, I study dimension formulae, decomposition rules
for restricted or induced representations, and eﬃcient algorithms to calculate
various related invariants.
(2) Biometrics is a technology which authenticates an individual by using his
physiological or behavioral characteristics such as fingerprints, faces, iris, voice,
handwriting and so on. It has widely spread as a very user-friendly authenti-
cation technique, because, unlike passwords, PINs, or smart cards, biometric
characteristics cannot be forgotten, misplaced, lost, or stolen. Recently, bio-
metric authentication systems are used for various services, for example, the
access control for a mobile phone and PC, the customer’s authentication at
a bank’s ATM (automated tellers machine) terminal, the immigration control
（32）
at an airport, and so on. By using cryptographic and information-theoretic
approach, I study security against presentation attacks and privacy leakage
attacks to various biometric authentication systems.
2. ൃද࿦จ
[1] M. Inuma, A relation between irreversibility and unlinkability for biometric
template protection algorithms, Josai Mathematical Monographs 7 (2014), 55–
65.
[2] M. Inuma, A. Otsuka, and H. Imai, A theoretical framework for constructing
matching algorithms secure against wolf attack, IEICE TRANSACTIONS on
Information and Systems, E96-D-2 (2013), 357–364.
3. ޱ಄ൃද
(1) όΠΦϝτϦΫεͷηΩϡϦςΟͱޡΓగਖ਼ූ߸ɼୈ 3 ճ ޡΓగਖ਼ූ߸ͷϫʔΫ
γϣοϓɼോࢁ૳দ҇ʢઍ༿ݝؗࢁࢢʣɼSep. 19, 2014.
(2) Relations among Security Metrics for Template Protection Algorithms, The
IEEE 6th International Conference on Biometrics, Theory, Applications and
Systems (BTAS2013), Key Bridge Marriott Hotel (Arlington), Oct. 2, 2013.
(3) A duality of two queer Lie superalgebras and plethysms of Schur’s Q-functions,
The 8th International Conference on Nonlinear Analysis and Convex Analysis
(NACA2013), Hirosaki University, Aug. 5, 2013.
4. ߨٛ





(d) ූ߸ཧ࿦ɿઢܗූ߸ͷجૅ. ϋϛϯάූ߸, ϦʔυɾιϩϞϯූ߸ʢلඌҪொ਺ֶ
Պ 3೥ੜɼબ୒Պ໨ʣ
(e) ਺ֶՊڭҭ๏ Iɿதֶߍͱߴ౳ֶߍʹ͓͚Δ਺ֶՊͷࢦಋ๏ʢلඌҪொ਺ֶՊ 3೥
ੜɼࣗ༝Պ໨ʣ
（33）






(i) ڭҭ࣮श Iɿڭҭ࣮शͷࣄલࢦಋɼࣄޙࢦಋʢلඌҪொ਺ֶՊ 4೥ੜɼࣗ༝Պ໨ʣ









(a) ISO/IEC JTC1 SC37 WG5 ࠃ಺ҕһձ ҕһʢ2011೥ 1݄ ∼ ʣ
















ϐϡʔλϓϩάϥϜ GAPΛ༻͍ͯ Jonathan Spreerࢯ (ϕϧϦϯࣗ༝େֶʣͱͷڞಉݚ
ڀΛߦ͍ͬͯΔɽ
I have been studying the geometric structures on the Teichmu¨ller space. Es-
pecially I am interested in treating the Teichmu¨ller space as the moduli space of
Euclidean cone stuructures on the Riemann surface with marked points to obtain a
new geometric structure and to investigate its properties, which I expect leads to the
study of topological dyanmics on the Teichmu¨ller space.
I have obtained certain geometric structures on the Teichmu¨ller space of hyperel-
liptic curves using an isomorpism with the space of marked Euclidean cone structures
on the 2-sphere, which can be regarded as the complex version of the the space of
marked Euclidean cone structures on the 2-sphere with area form. I have been working
with Prof. Jonathan Spreer (Free University of Berlin) to investigate the topological
data, such as homology groups, fundamental groups, of the moduli space of Euclidean
polygons on the plane using the computer progtram GAP.
2. ൃද࿦จ
[1] H. Nishi, On the signature of area form on the polygon space, Josai Mathemat-
ical Monographs 6 (2013), 147–150.
[2] தଜ ढ़ࢠ, ߴࢁ ੖ࢠ, ౔԰ ߴ޺ɼ਺ֶՊʹ͓͚Δڭ৬ࢤ๬ֶੜͷڭҭʹ͍ͭͯ, ৓
੢େֶ਺ֶՊڭ৬՝ఔلཁ 1(1) (2017), 1098–1106.
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(1) On the signature of the area form on polygon space, The International Confer-





(3) Polyhedral structure of the moduli space of configurations of points on the
porojective line, Conputational Geometry and Topology seminar, ΫΠʔϯζϥ
ϯυେֶɼϒϦεϕϯɼΦʔετϥϦΞɼFeb. 2, 2016.
(4) Polyhedral structures of the configurations space of points on P 1, ݚڀूձʮτ
ϙϩδʔͱίϯϐϡʔλ 2016ʯɼळాࢢɼOct. 29, 2016ɽ
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(1) I have been studying a discrete distribution induced by the sorting algorithm
of modified bucket sort. The systematic numbers appear in this sorting pro-
cess. The discrete probability distribution for the numbers is called Eulerian
distribution. In particular, I attempt to derive the Eulerian distribution with
some missing numbers and the moment.
(2) Although the Eulerian distribution is a discrete probability distribution, it is
related to the distribution of the sum of random variables from the continuous
uniform distribution, so that the approximation to the normal distribution can
be obtained with good accuracy in the usual asymptotic expansion. Using
this fact, we have devised an algorithm to eﬃciently generate high quality
pseudo-normal random numbers. In particular, we study algorithms to generate
random numbers in the tail region of the distribution and clarify the theoretical
background.
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point: estimation of the focal point in wind-blown sand phenomena, Journal
of Applied Statistics, 2013, 1017–1031.
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ֶ, ৘ใՊֶ, ୈ 33ר, 2013, 27–37.
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Monographs 8, 2015, 85–95.
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ڀॴلཁ, ୈ 4ר, 2017, 1–7.
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౦ژେֶ, 2014೥ 9݄ 15೔.
(4) ιʔςΟϯάաఔʹݱΕΔ཭ࢄ֬཰෼෍ͱͦͷਫ਼ີԽ, ౷ܭؔ࿈ֶձ, ౦ژେֶ,
2014೥ 9݄ 15೔.
(5) Eulerian distribution with a missing number, Annual Workshop on Statistical
Science and Related Topics, Josai University, 2014.12.7.
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(c) ֨ࢠ্ͷ֦ࢄํఔࣜͷڠௐܥ, ͓Αͼ, ϩτΧɾϘϧςϥܕ 3छڝ߹ܥͷ͋ΔΫϥ
εʹର͠, ୯ௐͳ೾ܗΛͨ͠ਐߦϑϩϯτ೾ͷ҆ఆੑͱҰҙੑΛࣔͨ͠.
The main subject of my research is nonlinear partial diﬀerential equations, partic-
ularly those of the parabolic type. I am interested in studying qualitative properties
and the asymptotic behavior of solutions from the point of view of dynamical systems.
My recent works are the following:
(a) We study the existence and stability of equilibrium solutions (or time-periodic
solutions) as well as the dynamics of solutions for parabolic equations with mass
conservation from the point of view of order-preserving dynamical systems.
We also apply our results to the mathematical analysis of reversible chemical
reaction models or molecular motor models, and so on.
(b) We dealt with Lanchester-type models with time-dependent coeﬃcients and
study the qualitative properties of solutions and the relation between the be-
havior of solutions and their initial data.
(c) We consider cooperative systems and some 3-component competition models on
a lattice and study the stability and uniqueness (up to time-shift) of travelling
front solutions with monotone profiles.
（41）
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(a) ౦ژେֶେֶӃ਺ཧՊֶݚڀՊ Ԡ༻ղੳηϛφʔ ੈ࿩ਓ (2003೥ ∼ )
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ਗ਼ਫ ༏༞ (SHIMIZU Yusuke)
1. ݚڀ֓ཁ
M -ਪఆͷඪ४తͳ઴ۙղੳʹ͓͍ͯ, ऑऩଋͱ Yoshida (2011)ͷଟ߲ࣜܕେภࠩධ
ՁΛ૊Έ߹ΘͤΔ͜ͱʹΑΓ, ਪఆྔͷ઴ۙ෼෍ͱϞʔϝϯτͷऩଋΛಋ͘͜ͱ͕Ͱ͖
Δ. ಛʹ, Ϟʔϝϯτͷऩଋ͸, ཧ࿦౷ܭʹ͓͍ͯॏཁͳ໾ׂΛԋ͡Δ. [1], [2], [4]Ͱ͸,
Radchenko (2008)ͷΑ͏ͳ, ඍ෼ෆՄೳͰہॴ઴ۙೋ࣍ߏ଄Λ࣋ͭͱ͸ݶΒͳ͍౷ܭత
֬཰৔ʹରͯ͠, ଟॏࠞ߹ܕͷ઴ۙղੳΛߦͬͨ. ຊݚڀʹΑΓ, ޿͘Ұൠͷਖ਼ଇԽM -ਪ
ఆྔʹର͢Δ, ඇৗʹڧ͍ऩଋͷͨΊͷ৚͕݅֬อ͞Εͨ. ·ͨ, ຊݚڀ͸, ߴස౓؍ଌ
σʔλΛ༻͍ͨΤϧΰʔυత֦ࢄաఔͷਖ਼ଇԽਪఆʹదԠՄೳͰ͋Δ.
In M -estimation under standard asymptotics, the weak convergence combined
with the polynomial type large deviation estimate of the associated statistical random
field Yoshida (2011) provides us with not only the asymptotic distribution of the
associated M -estimator but also the convergence of its moments, the latter playing
an important role in theoretical statistics. In [1], [2] and [3], I study the above
program for statistical random fields of multiple and also possibly mixed-rates type
in the sense of Radchenko (2008) where the associated statistical random fields may be
non-diﬀerentiable and may fail to be locally asymptotically quadratic. Consequently,
a very strong mode of convergence of a wide range of regularized M -estimators in
ensured. My studies are applied to regularized estimation of an ergodic diﬀusion
observed at high frequency.
2. ൃද࿦จ
[1] Y. Shimizu, Moment convergence of regularized least-squares estimator for lin-
ear regression model, Annals of the Institute of Statistical Mathematics, 69(5)
(2017), 1141–1154.
[2] H. Masuda, Y. Shimizu, Moment convergence in regularized estimation un-
der multiple and mixed-rates asymptotics, Mathematical Methods of Statistics,
26(2) (2017), 81–110.
[3] খ໦ીַٛɼਗ਼ਫ ༏༞ɼதଜ͔͋ͶɼኍܙҰرɼΞΫςΟϒϥʔχϯάʹΑΔਤܗ
ͱ࿦ཧʹؔ͢Δֶशͷྫɼ৓੢େֶ਺ֶڭࣨ, ୈ 1ר 1߸ (2017), 1107–1115.
（44）
[4] Y. Umezu, Y. Shimizu, H. Masuda, Y. Ninomiya, AIC for the non-concave
penalized likelihood method, to appear in Annals of the Institute of Statistical
Mathematics, 2018.
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model, Kick-oﬀ Meeting of IMI Australia Branch in La Trobe-Mathematics
Bridge over the Pacific for Competitive Edge in Industry, La Trobe University,
Australia, March 2015, poster.
(3) ֦ࢄύϥϝʔλͷஞ࣍ਪఆख๏ͷߟҊ͓Αͼͦͷ࣮૷, ౷ܭαϚʔηϛφʔ 2015,
ւڦϏϡʔԼؔ (ࢁޱ), 2015೥ 8݄.
(4) ֦ࢄύϥϝʔλͷஞ࣍ਪఆख๏ͷߟҊ͓Αͼͦͷ࣮૷, 2015೥౓౷ܭؔ࿈ֶձ࿈߹
େձ, Ԭࢁେֶ, 2015೥ 9݄.
(5) ֦ࢄύϥϝʔλͷஞ࣍ਪఆख๏ͷߟҊ͓Αͼͦͷ࣮૷, CRESTݚڀूձɿRιϑ
τ΢ΣΞ “YUIMA”ϢʔβʔձϢʔε, ౦ژେֶ, 2016೥ 1݄.
(6) Progressive estimation for diﬀusion parameter observed at high frequency,
Mathematics for Materials and Processing, La Trobe University, Australia,
February 2016, poster.
(7) Mighty convergence in mixed-rates asymptotics, The 4th Institute of Mathe-
matical Statistics Asia Pacific Rim Meeting, Chinese University, Hong Kong,
June 2016, invited talk.
(8) ࠞ߹ऩଋ֬཰৔Λ΋ͭਖ਼ଇԽਪఆྔͷ઴ۙڍಈ, ୈ 21ճ ৘ใɾ౷ܭՊֶγϯϙδ
΢Ϝ, ۝भେֶ, 2016೥ 12݄.




2018ʯ, ΞΩόϗʔϧ (౦ژ), 2018೥ 1݄, ϙελʔ.
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The Painleve´ functions are the special functions which degenerate to elliptic func-
tions in the autonomous limits. They turned out to be useful in other fields such as
mathematical physics. I am interested in understanding the geometry and the sym-
metries of the higher-dimensional analogs of the Painleve´ equations.
2. ൃද࿦จ
[1] A. Nakamura, Autonomous limit of 4-dimensional Painleve´-type equations and
degeneration of curves of genus two, arXiv:1505.00885. (accepted to Annales de
l’institut Fourier)
[2] A. Nakamura, Two aspects of the theta divisor associated with the autonomous
Garnier system of type 9/2, JMM 10 Representation Theory and Diﬀerential
Equations (2017), 193–214.
[3] Hiroshi Kawakami, Akane Nakamura, Hidetaka Sakai, Toward a classification
of four-dimensional Painleve´-type equations AMS Contemp. Math. 593 (2013),
143–162, 2013.
[4] H. Kawakami, A. Nakamura, H. Sakai, Degeneration scheme of 4-dimensional
Painleve´-type equations, arXiv:1209.3836.
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(1) Generalized Hitchin systems and generic degeneration of spectral curves, Մੵ
෼ܥ΢Οϯλʔηϛφʔ, ਫ্, 2018೥ 2݄ 3೔.
(2) The Painleve´ equations revisited, Ԡ༻Մੵ෼ܥएखηϛφʔ, ෢ଂ໺େֶ, 2017
೥ 9݄ 9೔.
(3) ̐࣍ݩύϯϧϰΣܕํఔࣜͱछ਺̎ۂઢͷୀԽ, ඍ෼ํఔࣜͱزԿֶ, ໋ཱؗେֶ,
2017೥ 6݄ 14೔.
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(4) The 4-dimensional Painleve´-type equations and degeneration of genus two,
ISQS 25, The XXVth International Conference on Integrable Systems and
Quantum symmetries, νΣί޻Պେֶ, νΣί, 2017೥ 6݄ 8೔.
(5) Two incarnations of the theta divisor of the Liouville tori, The Tenth IMACS
International Conference on Nonlinear Evolution Equations and Wave, Georgia
Center for Continuing Education University of Georgia, ΞϝϦΧ߹ऺࠃ, 2017
೥݄̏ 30೔.
(6) Two incarnations of the theta divisor of the Liouville tori, ෳૉྖҬʹ͓͚Δؔ
਺ํఔࣜͱͦͷपล, ޿ౡେֶ, 2017೥ 3݄ 7೔.
(7) Three incarnations of the theta divisor of the Liouville tori, Մੵ෼ܥ΢Οϯλʔ
ηϛφʔ, ӽޙ౬୔, 2017೥ 2݄ 4೔.
(8) Three incarnation of the theta divisor of the Liouville tori, ཭ࢄ਺ཧϞσϦϯά
ηϛφʔ, ౦ژେֶ, 2016೥ 12݄ 17೔.
(9) Isospectral limit of the Painleve´-type equations and degeneration of curves,
The First Japan-Taiwan Joint Conference on Diﬀerential Geometry and the 8th
TIMS-OCAMI-WASEDA Joint International Workshop on Diﬀerential Geom-
etry and Geometric Analysis, ૣҴాେֶ, 2016೥ 12݄ 16೔.
(10) Isospectral limit of the Painleve´-type equations and degeneration of curves, ੨


























I am interested in irregular singular points of algebraic linear ordinary diﬀerential
equations. In particular, I am studying moduli spaces of these diﬀerential equations,
symmetry of them as Weyl groups, and a classification of these moduli spaces from the
Weyl group symmetries. Recently, I am looking at some similarities of singularities of
diﬀerential equations and plane algebraic curves. For instance, Komatsu-Malgrange
irregularity, Milnor number, Katz’ rigidity index, Euler characteristic of Riemann
surfaces, etc.
2. ൃද࿦จ
[1] K. Hiroe, Linear diﬀerential equations on the Riemann sphere and representa-
tions of quivers, Duke Mathematical Journal 166 (2017), 855–935.
[2] K. Hiroe, Ramified irregular singularites of meromorphic connections and plane
curve singularities, Josai Mathematical Monographs 10 (2017), 161–192.
[3] K. Hiroe, D. Yamakawa, Moduli spaces of meromorphic connections and quiver
varieties, Advances in Mathematics 266 (2014), 120–151.
[4] K. Hiroe, Linear diﬀerential equations on P1 and root systems, Journal of Al-
gebra 382 (2013), 1–38.
[5] K. Hiroe, T. Oshima, A classification of roots of symmetric Kac-Moody root sys-
tems and its application, Symmetries, integrable systems and representations,
195–241, Springer-Verlag, 2013.
[6] K. Hiroe, Generalized Whittaker functions for degenerate principal series of
GL(4,R), Publ. RIMS 48 (2012), 749–797.
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3. ޱ಄ൃද
(1) Kazuki Hiroe, On index of rigidity, Hitchin systems in mathematics and physics,
Perimeter institute ʢΧφμʣ, 2017೥ 2݄.
(2) Kazuki Hiroe, On additive Deligne-Simpson problem, Representation Theory
of Quivers and Finite Dimensional Algebra, Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut
OberwolfachʢυΠπʣ, 2017೥ 2݄.
(3) Kazuki Hiroe, On additive Deligne-Simpson problem, Modern Interactions be-
tween Algebra, Geometry and Physics, Tohoku Forum for Creativityʢ౦๺େ
ֶʣ, 2016೥ 4݄.
(4) Kazuki Hiroe, Applications of quiver varieties to moduli spaces of connections
on P1, Kobe-Lyon Summer School in Mathematics 2015, ਆށେֶ, 2015೥ 7݄.
(5) Kazuki Hiroe, Linear diﬀerential equiations on the Riemann sphere and rep-
resentations of quivers, Recent progress in the theory of Painleve´ equations,
























ݚڀظؒɿฏ੒ 29೥౓ ∼ฏ੒ 31೥౓
ݚڀ՝୊໊ɿෆ֬ఆಛҟ఺ͷ୅਺ֶɼزԿֶɼղੳֶͱͦͷԠ༻
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1.2 म࢜՝ఔֶੜʢMaster’s Course Studentsʣ
ل౻ ༏ଠ (KITOH Yuta)





I have studied applied analysis, particularly diﬀerential equations. I have also re-
vised online teaching materials using Maple on the Department of Mathematics web-
site in accordance with the latest version of Maple and developed new contents for
applied analysis.
ࡾྠ ༤େ (MIWA Yuta)
1. ࢦಋڭһ: খ໦ી ַٛ
2. ݚڀ֓ཁ
A ܕ cluster ୅਺ͷ༗ཧ݁ͼ໨ਤͷ Kauﬀman bracket ଟ߲ࣜ΁ͷԠ༻ʹ͍ͭͯݚڀ
ͨ͠ɽ
I studied the application of rational knot diagram of A type cluster algebra to
Kauﬀman bracket polynomial.
܂ࢁ ༏ر (KUWAYAMA Yuki)
1. ࢦಋڭһ: தଜ ढ़ࢠ
2. ݚڀ֓ཁ
ඍ෼ํఔࣜͷجૅཧ࿦ͱͦͷपลͷ࿩୊ʹ͍ͭͯษڧΛਐΊ͍ͯΔ.
I have been studying the fundamental theory of diﬀerential equations and related
topics.
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ಸྑ ਸ਼ึ (Nara Mizuho)




I studied functional analysis and real analysis. I am interested in Fourier analysis
on the torus, the real line and topological groups.
٢ా า (YOSHIDA Ayumi)




We studied the relationship between mutation of cluster algebra of type A and
algebraic curves. We focused on concrete calculation examples.
࿨ా ࣊ਓ (WADA Shigeto)




We studied the geometric invariant on Clusater algebras other than type A. We
forcused on concrete calcuation.
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ߐຊ ࿨थ (EMOTO Kazuki)




I have been studying multivariate analysis and statistical inference. In particular,
I investigated cluster analysis and the related topics.
ਗ਼ਫ ߤฏ (SHIMIZU Kouhei)






We showed that the basic properties of Gauss hypergeometric function can be de-
rived only from the elementary mathematics such as liner algebra and set theory.
Thereby, Gauss hypergeometric diﬀerential equation is considered and calculated us-
ing the ring of linear diﬀerential operators. Specifically, after solving the hypergeo-
metric diﬀerential equations, we examined Gauss ternary inter-relations and adjacent
relations.
౔᤽ ঵ଠ (TOKURA Shota)




I have been studying the geometry of surfaces from the diﬀerential viewpoint. In
particular, I investigated the properties of the surfaces with constant mean curvature.
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౻ా ঵Ұ (FUJITA Syoiti)






Using an open source computer algebra (formula manipulation) system Risa/Asir,
we studied the optimum technique of numerical calculation relevant to linear algebra
and calculus such as LU decomposition and calculus of diﬀerence, and their pro-
gramming. Currently, we study a method of numerical analysis called Runge-Kutta
method, and search for a new technique of numerical analysis.
（56）
2 ֶҐऔಘऀʢGraduate Degrees Conferredʣ
म࢜߸औಘऀͱ࿦จ୊໨
ʢMaster of Mathematics: conferee, thesis title, and dateʣ
ळ༿ ޫ༸ (AKIBA Mitsuhiro)
Conway Coxeter Friezeͷ unimodular܈΁ͷԠ༻
An application of Conway Coxeter Frieze to study of unimodular groups
17, Mar., 2017
খຢ Ұྃ (KOMATA Motonori)
௒زԿ෼෍ͱͦͷपล
Hypergeometric distribution and the related topics
17, Mar., 2017
௚Ҫ େา (NAOI Daiho)
୯ମෳମͷ཭ࢄతϞʔεཧ࿦
Discrete Morse Theory for simplicial complexes
17, Mar., 2017
৿ࢁ ߤ (MMORIYAMA Wataru)
Unimodular܈ʹؔ͢Δ Lagrangeͷఆཧͷ͋Δछͷূ໌ͱMarkov෦෼ू߹




3 ֶज़ࡶࢽ − Josai Mathematical Monographs
৓੢େֶେֶӃཧֶݚڀՊ਺ֶઐ߈Ͱ͸ɼຖ೥ɼ਺ֶ͋Δ͍͸ͦΕʹؔ࿈͢ΔςʔϚΛҰܾͭΊ
ͯɼֶ಺ɾֶ֎ʹ޿͘࿦จΛืू͠ɼࡶࢽ Josai Mathematical MonographsʢJMMʣΛൃߦͯ͠
͓Γ·͢ɽࠓ೥౓͸ʮԠ༻വ਺ղੳʯΛςʔϚʹ࿦จΛืू͠ɼԼهͷ࿦จ͕࠾࿥ͱͳΓ·ͨ͠ɽ
JMM 11. Applied Functional Analysis, Kenjiro Yanagi, Program Chair
JMM Workshop on Applied Functional Analysis
held at Josai University on November 25, 2017
List of accepted papers
Yusuke SHIMIZU, Asymptotic behavior of regularized estimator under multiple and
mixed-rates asymptotics
Toshiko OGIWARA and Hiroyuki USAMI, On the behavior of solutions for Lanchester
square-law models with time-dependent coeﬃcients
Hiroshi YAMAGUCHI, Measures of analytic type and semicharacters
Yasunari FUKAI, A survey of a property of random walks on a cycle graph
Enji SATO, Operating functions in harmonic analysis
Jun KAWABE, Convergence theorems of the Choquet integral for three types of
convergence of measurable functions
Yuki SEO, Tsallis relative operator entropy of negative order
Jun Ichi FUJII, Quantum gates and TQC
Sachiko ATSHUSHIBA, Weak and strong convergence theorems for some classes of
nonlinear mappings
Takanori IBARAKI and Shunsuke KAJIBA, A shrinking projection method for gen-
eralized firmly nonexpansive mappings with nonsummable errors
Koji AOYAMA, Parallel hybrid methods for relatively nonexpansive mappings
Hiroshi MIYASHITA, Semidefinite programming approach to combinatorial optimiza-
tion




ʢSymposiums, Workshops, Colloquia and Seminarsʣ
JMM ϫʔΫγϣοϓ
λΠτϧ Ԡ༻വ਺ղੳ
։ ࠵ ೔ ฏ੒ 29೥ 11݄ 25೔ʢ౔ʣ
৔ɹɹॴ ࡔށΩϟϯύε 1 ߸ؗ 406 ߸ࣨ
࣍ͷϖʔδ͔ΒɼຊϫʔΫγϣοϓͷϓϩάϥϜΛܝࡌ͠·͢ɽ
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JMM Workshop on Applied Functional Analysis
Department of Mathematics, Graduate School of Science, Josai University
Venue: Room 406, The 1st Building, Sakado Campus, Josai University
Date: November 25, 2017
Program:
9:30 – 9:55 Yusuke SHIMIZU (Josai University)
Asymptotic behavior of regularized estimator under multiple and mixed-rates asymp-
totics
9:55 – 10:20 Toshiko OGIWARA (Josai University)
On the behavior of solutions for Lanchester square-law models with time-dependent
coeﬃcients
10:20 – 10:45 Hiroshi YAMAGUCHI (Josai University)
Measures of analytic type and semicharacters
10:50 – 11:15 Yasunari FUKAI (Kyushu Dental University)
A property of random walks on a cycle graph
11:15 – 11:40 Enji SATO (Yamagata University)
Operating functions in harmonic analysis
11:40 – 12:05 Jun KAWABE (Shinshu University)
Convergence theorems of nonlinear integrals
13:15 – 13:40 Shigeru FURUICHI (Nihon University)
Some operator inequalities related to means and entropies
13:40 – 14:05 Yuki SEO (Osaka Kyoiku University)
Tsallis relative operator entropy of negative order
14:05 – 14:30 Jun Ichi FUJII (Osaka Kyoiku University)
Quantum gates and TQC
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14:35 – 15:00 Sachiko ATSUSHIBA (University of Yamanashi)
Weak and strong convergence theorems for some classes of nonlinear mappings
15:00 – 15:25 Takanori IBARAKI (Yokohama National University)
A shrinking projection method for zero point problems with nonsummable errors
15:25 – 15:50 Koji AOYAMA (Chiba University)
Strongly quasinonexpansive mappings
15:55 – 16:20 Hiroshi MIYASHITA (The University of Kitakyushu)
Semidefinite programming approach to combinatorial optimization
15:55 – 16:20 Sin-Ei TAKAHASI (Yamagata University)
On classification of commutative Banach algebras and Banach modules
（61）
ஊ࿩ձʢߨԋձʣ
೔ɹɹ࣌ ฏ੒ 29೥ 7݄ 26೔ (ਫ) 15:10 ∼ 16:40
৔ɹɹॴ ࡔށΩϟϯύε 1߸ؗ 406߸ࣨ
ߨ ԋ ऀ ࿨ٱҪ ಓٱ ࢯʢؔ੢େֶʣ
୊ɹɹ໨ ͋Έ͔ͩ͘͡Β Temperley-Lieb୅਺΁
೔ɹɹ࣌ ฏ੒ 29೥ 10݄ 20೔ (ۚ) 17:00 ∼ 18:30
৔ɹɹॴ ࡔށΩϟϯύε 1߸ؗ 406߸ࣨ
ߨ ԋ ऀ ໦ଜ ؜ ࢯʢ෋ࢁେֶʣ
୊ɹɹ໨ ਺ֶιϑτ΢ΣΞͷ࠷ۙͷಈ޲ͱ਺࿦΁ͷԠ༻ྫ
೔ɹɹ࣌ ฏ੒ 29೥ 10݄ 21೔ (౔) 11:10 ∼ 12:40
৔ɹɹॴ ౦ژلඌҪொΩϟϯύε 3߸౩ 3303ڭࣨ
ߨ ԋ ऀ ໦ଜ ؜ ࢯʢ෋ࢁେֶʣ
୊ɹɹ໨ தߴੜ޲͚तۀͰ׆༻Ͱ͖Δ਺ֶιϑτ΢ΣΞ
೔ɹɹ࣌ ฏ੒ 29೥ 12݄ 6೔ (ਫ) 15:30 ∼ 16:30
৔ɹɹॴ ౦ژلඌҪொΩϟϯύε 5߸౩ 5201ڭࣨ
ߨ ԋ ऀ ᖛా ཾٛ ࢯʢ೔ຊେֶʣ
୊ɹɹ໨ ಈత਺ֶιϑτ΢ΣΞ GeoGebraೖ໳
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೔ɹɹ࣌ ฏ੒ 30೥ 1݄ 20೔ (౔) 10:00 ∼ 17:00
৔ɹɹॴ ౦ژلඌҪொΩϟϯύε 3߸ؗ 3206ڭࣨ
ߨ ԋ ऀ ࢁ઒ େ྄ʢ౦ژཧՊେֶʣ
୊ɹɹ໨ Filtered Riemann-Hilbert correspondence
೔ɹɹ࣌ ฏ੒ 30೥ 2݄ 10೔ (౔) 10:00 ∼ 17:00
৔ɹɹॴ ౦ژلඌҪொΩϟϯύε 3߸౩ 3202ڭࣨ
ߨ ԋ ऀ ஛ೄ ஌೭ʢ౦ژւ༸େֶʣ
୊ɹɹ໨ ༗ݶ࣍ݩྗֶܥʹର͢ΔԬຊ - ࡔҪͷॳظ஋ۭؒͷํ๏ʹ͍ͭͯ
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